INTRODUCTION

According to data reported by the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS), that are similar to National Institute of Health (NIH) ones, infertility affects about 15% of couples. Several causes can lead to infertility. The data collected by the National Register on Medically Assisted Reproduction were:

- male infertility (35.4%),
- female infertility (35.5%),
- male and female infertility (15%),
- idiopathic infertility (13.2%),
- other (1%).

In recent years, male fertility has significantly reduced. According to many studies, the mean sperm count per ml would have almost halved over the last 50 years (7). Male infertility certainly involves an important social component: in addition to individual risk factors, also environmental conditions and lifestyle (including stress) appear to influence. Cigarette smoke, that harms semen (smokers often have a higher rate of spermatozoa with abnormal morphology), some work conditions that expose to radiation, toxic substances or micro-trauma increase the risk of infertility (6).

A series of experimental evidences has shown a causal relationship between oxidative stress and sperm deterioration (14).

The extent of oxidative stress is defined by the ROS/TAC score, that is the balance between oxidative radicals (ROS) and total antioxidant capacity (TAC), dependent...
on the endogenous scavenger factor production. The damage caused by an altered ROS/TAC score on the structure and function of spermatozoa, according to a series of relevant reports in the literature, seems to affect all sperm parameters, but particularly motility and morphology (3, 9). Based on these evidences, there is a rising need of therapeutic interventions to reduce oxidative damage by improving the score ROS/TAC. Antioxidant treatments achieved significant results in order to improve sperm quality in patients with dyspermia secondary to varicocele or prostatic inflammation (2). The role of carnitine, fructose and many other substances has been evaluated in many studies (1, 7, 16) showing a contribution in the processes of regulation and optimization of sperm function, although some aspects of their activities have to be further defined. Therefore, a pharmacological modulation of an unfavorable microenvironment could and should act on different biological networks to achieve overall superior results. Based on this background, this study reports the results from a prospective open-label evaluation of the efficacy and tolerability of an antioxidant supplements combination (L-carnitine, acetyl-L-carnitine, fructose, citric acid, selenium, coenzyme Q10, zinc, ascorbic acid, cyanocobalamin, folic acid) (Proxeed NF® Sigma-Tau) to improve sperm parameters in men with idiopathic infertility. This formulation aims to support different functional metabolic mechanisms: enhancement and protection of energy metabolism, protection from excessive oxidative stress (ROS) and modulation of sperm biological and cytoplasmic responses. Energy metabolism is in particular supported by carnitine, fructose and citric acid. The carnitine system has been under evaluation for a long time: its cofactors are essential for the transfer of lipids to the mitochondria and thus for energy production and are also involved in the removal of medium and small chain fatty acids, that tend to accumulate as a result of the metabolism. Moreover, although not having the typical structure of an antioxidant molecule, some derivatives of carnitine (such as acetyl- or propionyl-carnitine) seem able to contrast lipid oxidation by oxidative stress and thus preserve the cytological structure of spermatozoa and prevent apoptosis. All the mechanisms of their activities are not yet known, but these characteristics make these molecules particularly useful in tissues, where there is a very active lipid metabolism, as in epididymal spermatozoa. Moreover, the metabolic relevance of carnitines is prompted by their concentration in the epididymal sperm, being higher than any other district in the body. The formulation also contains coenzyme Q10, vitamin C and selenium that demonstrate to have a protective role against excessive oxidative stress. The activity of this formulation is completed by the biological action of positive modulators as zinc, folic acid, vitamin B12 that play a role in optimizing fertility and that can be imbalanced or deficient in many cases of hypofertility.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

One-hundred fourteen patients diagnosed with primary idiopathic infertility and astenoteratozoospermia by at least 18 months (mean age 31 years; range 21-46 years) were enrolled. All the patients underwent diagnostic evaluation including medical history, physical examination, semen analysis with MAR-test (semen analyses were performed for each patient at the beginning, during and at the end of the study), sperm and urethral smear culture for Mycoplasma and Chlamydia, blood counts and basic blood chemistry assay, measurement of plasma testosterone, E2, LH, FSH and prolactin, testicular ultrasound and doppler. Selection criteria used for enrollment are listed below:

**Inclusion criteria**

- infertility by at least 18 months
- sperm volume > 1 ml
- sperm density < 20 million / ml
- progressive motility (a + b) < 50%
- percentage of morphologically normal forms (WHO sec.) < 50%
- white blood cells in semen < 1 million/ml
- culture tests negative
- hormonal levels within normal limits.

**Exclusion criteria**

- testis primary diseases (cryptorchidism or atrophy secondary to orchitis, trauma, torsion, exposure to chemical or physical agents and previous surgery)
- evidence of autoimmune disease
- endocrine and metabolic diseases
- use of drugs or toxic substances jeopardizing reproductive function.

**TREATMENT AND EVALUATION PARAMETERS**

Patients received orally a formulation containing L-carnitine 145 mg, acetyl-L-carnitine 64 mg, fructose 250 mg, citric acid 50 mg, selenium 50 mcg, coenzyme Q10 20 mg, zinc 10 mg, ascorbic acid 90 mg, cyanocobalamin 1.5 mcg and folic acid 200 mcg once a day for 4 months after providing informed consent for the study. Efficacy and tolerability assessment was carried out by office checkup, blood count and basic blood chemistry assays and semen analysis in the end of treatment. Sperm concentration, motility and morphology were evaluated according to WHO criteria. Primary objectives of the study were the evaluation of efficacy (in terms of average increase in the rate of progressive motility and morphologically normal forms according to WHO criteria) and tolerability based on the medical history and laboratory. Secondary objective was the evaluation of mean increase in sperm density and pregnancy incidence during treatment. Results are shown as mean ± SD. Statistical significance was evaluated by Student t-test.

**RESULTS**

Ninety-six patients completed the study. Sixteen patients (14%) dropped out after achieving spontaneous pregnancy during treatment. Statistical data, showing an increase in vitality of spermatozoa and their concentration, correlate the effects of treatment with pregnancies. Two patients were not available at the final follow-up. The mean progressive sperm motility was 18.3 ± 3.8 at base-
A metabolic approach can be really useful to handle his lifespan. The onset of genetic deterioration of spermancy and, moreover, the cumulative fragmentation of sperm DNA over time makes it more likely that an older person is less likely to result in a successful pregnancy and, as such, becoming an important support in view of a possible artificial insemination.

**DISCUSSION**

Spermatozoa, like other cells in the body, can be impaired by ROS. An aspect that must be considered in the evaluation of sperm wellness preservation is the influence of ROS. As any harmful agent, ROS can affect some typical parameters that, generally, are evaluated as index of sperm quality. These parameters are physical-chemical and morphological. The former enclose colour, appearance, volume, pH, viscosity and fluidity of the ejaculate. The latter enclose morphological alterations of sperm forms and motility, as the most important parameter. In sperm evaluation of paramount importance are also the concentration rate and the total number of sperm cells in the ejaculate.

Particularly, it is well established the correlation between increase of ROS and ageing, and between ageing and loss of reproductive quality of ejaculate (11). This is not the only explanation for infertility but surely has a strong impact on the reproductive capacity of every man for all his lifespan. The onset of genetic deterioration of sperm is believed to begin around the age of thirty. It is possible for men to father children in old age, but the genetic quality of sperm, as well as its volume and motility, typically decrease with age (11). The sperm of older people is less likely to result in a successful pregnancy and, moreover, the cumulative fragmentation of sperm DNA over time makes it more likely that an older father will transmit a genetic disease. A metabolic approach can be really useful to handle male infertility. The present experimental study evaluated the utilization of functional substances (Proxeed) to improve sperm motility, concentration and morphology, but also the increase in sperm density and pregnancy incidence during treatment. Proxeed is a patented formulation to improve sperm quality and increase the chance of conception, that includes L-Carnitine and L-acetyl-Carnitine, as main component of its formulation. This dietary supplement has demonstrated its effectiveness to enhance and protect energy metabolism, protect tissues and especially sperm from free radical injury and enhance the cytoplasmic and biological response of the sperm. All these effects are related to the presence of the carnitines that enhance mitochondrial fatty acid beta oxidation, an important pathway for the energy production (4). Carnitines are strong antioxidant that can protect against ROS damage (2).

In our study, at the end of the experimental treatment we observed a marked increase in quality parameters of sperm like motility (from 18.3 to 42.1). The morphological parameters were not influenced by the administration of Proxeed formulation, but the 15% of patients spontaneously obtained pregnancy during treatment. The safety of the formulation is assured by its composition of vitamins, natural elements and enzyme cofactors. Tolerability was confirmed by the total absence of adverse effects during the four months of treatment in all the ninety-six patients in the study. On this basis it can be established that the use of carnitines, and other functional substances like enzyme cofactors, natural elements and vitamins can be an efficacious strategy to handle male infertility. In fact, carnitines in association with other functional substances included in this formulation can improve the parameters of sperm quality (Table 1).
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